DNA recognition by the RUNX1 transcription factor is mediated by an allosteric transition in the RUNT domain and by DNA bending.
The Runt domain proteins are transcription regulators of major developmental pathways. Here we present the crystal structures of the Runt domain (RD) of the human protein RUNX1 and its DNA binding site in their free states and compare them with the published crystal structures of RD bound to DNA and to the partner protein CBFbeta. We demonstrate that (1) RD undergoes an allosteric transition upon DNA binding, which is further stabilized by CBFbeta, and that (2) the free DNA target adopts a bent-helical conformation compatible with that of the complex. These findings elucidate the mechanism by which CBFbeta enhances RD binding to DNA as well as the role of the intrinsic conformation of the DNA target in the recognition process.